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Honeywell and VietJet Air
sign $100 million contract
for around 100 APU’s

H

oneywell signed an agreement
with VietJet Air, an international
low-cost airline from Vietnam for 98
auxiliary power units for the airliner’s
new fleet of Airbus A320 aircraft. Honeywell at present provides VietJet Air
with auxiliary power units (APUs) across
the airline’s complete fleet of 135 Airbus
A320s. This new contract runs through
2022 and includes maintenance servicing for 12 years. The total value of the
contract is over $100 million.
Vietnam Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan
Phuc attended the event as part of his
visit to the U.S. to promote mutual
business relations between the countries. The prime minister’s attendance
recognised Honeywell for its long-term
dedication to supporting Vietnam’s
budding aerospace industry and close
collaboration with VietJet Air.
“Our partnership with Honeywell
began in 2014 when they were selected
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to supply, manage and maintain their
131-9A APUs for our fleet of 37 Airbus
A320/A321 aircraft. We signed our
second agreement with Honeywell
for more of its industry-leading APUs,
which have proven to reduce operational
costs and improve aircraft performance,”
said Nguyen Thi Phuong Thao, president
and CEO, VietJet Air. “Our long-standing
partnership with Honeywell is also a
testament to Vietnam’s strong and positive relations with the U.S., and we look
forward to many more years of deepening this relationship.”
VietJet Air will benefit from improved
operational reliability, lower maintenance costs over its life cycle and major
fuel savings by opting Honeywell’s APU,
the 131-9A. The 131-9A APU’s proven
reliability and superior operability will
also help advance safety and comfort for
VietJet Air’s passengers and lessen flight
delays and cancellations. The airline will

also benefit from optimised operational
costs across its fleet through direct
support from Honeywell’s APU maintenance and services offerings.
“Vietnam is a priority market and key
high-growth region for Honeywell, and
we are committed to expanding the region’s commercial flight capabilities and
helping to meet its long-term goals for
the industry through our global maintenance, repair and overhaul network,”
said Brian Davis,vice president, Airlines,
Asia Pacific, Honeywell Aerospace. “We
are confident that this agreement will
help VietJet Air maximize the operational efficiency of its Airbus A320 fleet
and bring increased comfort and safety
to its passengers, and keep it ahead of
the curve in the airline industry.”
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India registers 19% growth in domestic air
passenger traffic

T

he latest report from the Ministry of
Civil Aviation has revealed that Indian aviation is growing in a fast paced
manner and it stands at the third position in the global ranking. According to
P Ashok Gajapathy Raju, Union Minister
of Civil Aviation the industry registered
a 19 percent growth in domestic passenger traffic between the FY 2014 and
2016-17. In 2014 the passenger volume
was about 6.1 crore which stood at 10
crore in 2016-17.
The minister while interacting with
the media has mentioned the special
provisions made for different segments
of the aviation industry. He said, “Route
Dispersal Guidelines have been rationalised, multiple provisions have been
made for MRO service providers and
a slew of initiatives like the AirSewa
portal, enhanced compensation for
cancellation and boarding denial have
been taken for improving passenger
convenience.”
Minister also added, “The average or
median airfares fell by 18 percent during
2016-17, making flying more affordable
for the common man. Scheduled domestic flight movements also rose from 7
lakh in 2014 to 8.2 lakh in 2016, with a
CAGR of 8.2 percent. As against 395 aircrafts in the fleet of Indian carriers, there
are 496 aircrafts in operation today, and

another 654 are under purchase.”
The ministry now expects that the
Indian aviation industry will grow even
further considering the prevailing positive signals. What is most impressive
about this growth is its inclusive nature
defined by the Regional Connectivity Scheme –UDAN that has made air
travel possible for even the common
man in remote areas. The minister also
highlighted the initiatives that have
reshaped the aviation ecosystem by
bringing in the National Civil Aviation
Policy 2016.
Under the UDAN scheme, 31 currently
served, 12 under-served and 27 unserved
airports are now connecting 128 RCS
routes across the country. 50 airports
are being revived and 13 lakh new UDAN
seats are being added annually under
the first round of UDAN for a Viability
Gap Funding of Rs 205 crore.

Raju also pointed out the achievements
of the Ministry in the last three years
such as the ‘ease of doing business’ by
allowing 100 percent FDI in domestic
operations; Open Skies Service Agreements with 49 countries and 5 SAARC
nations etc; developing a security system complying with ICAO requirements;
Anti Hijacking Act; innovative technology like GAGAN; India’s first navigation
based system to improve accuracy of air
navigation services; and skill development specifically for the aviation sector.
The Minister said that Aerospace and
Aviation Skill Sector Council has been
formed to monitor growth of skill development. The first Executive Aviation
Course was launched by India’s first
Aviation University in February 2017.
Minister of State, Civil Aviation, Jayant
Sinha said, “As against 70-75 airports in
the country in all these years, we now
have more than 100 airports with the
implementation of UDAN. We hope to
have 200 plus airports in the next 10-15
years. The capacity of existing major
airports is also being increased rapidly,
while Greenfield airports are coming up
at several places in the country like Goa,
Navi Mumbai and other places. Air India
has also performed extremely well during the last three years.”

Aerostar plans to launch a new MRO facility in Iasi, Romania

A

erostar S.A, an aeronautical
manufacturing company based
in Bacu, Romania, is showcasing constant development in its commercial
aircraft MRO business and is planning a further expansion to meet
customer demand.
The company is in the final stages
of discussing with the airport
authorities at Iasi, a university city
in eastern Romania to build a 4-bay
MRO hangar for Airbus A320 family and Boeing 737 Classic and New
Generation overhauls and expects
this new facility will open for business
in the summer of 2019. The new facility
is 130km north of Aerostar’s exiting
business operations at Bacau.
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Since the company moved into commercial aviation MRO activities around
500 aircraft from approximately 30
airlines have been overhauled at Bacau.

During 2016, a total of 80 aircraft
completed ‘C’ and ‘D’ Checks at Bacau
Airlines such as Royal Air Maroc
and Pegasus Airlines are among existing customers who have maintenance services done from Aerostar
for several years.
As a regional centre of excellence,
Aerostar presently has two hangars
with over 10,000m2 of space and
six-seven aircraft bays. The company has invested in equipment,
manpower and training according
to EASA regulations.
The approvals held by the company
are from EASA/RoCAA, Morocco, UAE,
Turkey, Ukraine, Ghana, Bermuda,
Aruba and Guernsey.
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Czech Airlines Technics and Air France Group sign
landing gear maintenance contract

C

zech Airlines Technics (CSAT), a
provider of aircraft maintenance
services, has won a several-round tender
and entered into a nine-year contract
based on which it will offer landing gear
maintenance, component maintenance
and lease of spare landing gear sets for
Boeing B737NG to the Air France Group,
namely to Transavia Airlines and Transavia France. CSAT now has a total of four
spare Boeing B737 landing gear sets: three
Boeing B737NG (New Generation) sets
and one Boeing B737CG (Classic Generation) set.
“Victory in such a demanding tender
proves that, long-term, CSAT has provided quality work which emphasises

adherence to high safety standards and
deadlines as well as a flexible approach
to customers,” Václav Řehoř, chairman of
the Czech Aeroholding Board of Directors,
the sole shareholder of CSAT, said, adding,
“During the nine-year term of the agreement, CSAT will perform the complete
overhaul of at least 96 Boeing B737-700
and B737-800 landing gear sets.”
Czech Airlines Technics has years of
experience with Boeing 737 landing
gear maintenance, having provided the
service for 17 years, during which it has
performed 360 overhaul to entire landing gear sets. Moreover, 11 years ago, as
the second MRO (Maintenance Repair
Overhaul) organisation in the world, it

performed a Boeing B737NG landing gear
overhaul.
“Purchasing our own, fourth in line,
spare landing gear set is the first major
CSAT’s investment to be made this year,
spending money on the development
of its landing gear maintenance sector.
Currently, B737NG landing gear general
repair demand is on the rise,” Václav
Řehoř, said, adding, “CSAT uses three
production lines for performing landing
gear maintenance with an average yearly
capacity of 30 Boeing B737 landing gear
overhaul. The company thus provides
its clients with continuous landing gear
repairs.”
CSAT will lend Transavia France carrier
spare landing gear sets to guarantee the
constant operations of its aircraft for the
time of the performance of all 19 planned
landing gear general repairs.
CSAT also provides Transavia Airlines,
with base maintenance services. The
new landing gear maintenance contract
includes, together with the maintenance
and lease of spare landing gear sets and
components, removal and installation of
landing gear sets from/to aircraft. Based
on the agreement, CSAT will perform 32
general landing gear repairs for Transavia Airlines.

FL Technics becomes an approved supplier of leading Asian companies

F

L Technics, a global provider of one-stop-shop
aircraft maintenance, repair
and overhaul services has
won the status of an approved supplier of aircraft
spare parts from Asia’s top
airlines, including Asiana
Airlines, AirAsia X, Nok Air,
Bangkok Airways, T’way
Airlines, and Indonesia’s
GMFAeroAsia
With own warehouses in
London, UK, as well as other
locations across Europe
and Asia, FL Technics will
support the carriers and the
MRO provider with different spare parts
for Airbus A320 Family, Boeing 737 and
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other aircraft types. Having a local spare
parts support team in Bangkok, Thailand, as well as an AOG desk in Vilnius,
Lithuania, FL Technics is able to offer 24/7

spare parts support to its
customers in Asia.
“In just two years, our
spare part sales in the
Asian Pacific region grew
by over 10 times. We have
a local support team and
several locally-based stocks
with the support from our
London warehouse. This
allowed us to win the trust
of Asia’s leading airlines,
become their approved
supplier. We certainly aim
at eventually becoming
more than just a spare parts
supplier for them, but MRO,
training and engineering partner as
well,” remarked Zilvinas Lapinskas, CEO
of FL Technics.
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Siemens, Meiya Group join GAMA as members

T

he General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA) Board of
Directors has approved Siemens AG and
Meiya Group Global as members.
While Siemens is a global technology
powerhouse, Meiya Group Global (MGG)
is a diversified micro-multinational aviation and aerospace holding company.
Siemens is active in more than 200
countries with a focus on the areas of
electrification, automation and digitalization. On the electrification front,
Siemens will continue to lead as drive
systems go electric – on land, at sea
and now, in the air. Since the last six
years, Siemens has been working on the
electrification of aviation, manned and
unmanned, with breakthroughs in aerospace grade electric motors, drives and
propulsion systems, leveraging decades
of motor and drive train experience, and

drawing on
core company expertise
in electrification and
automation.
In 2015, the
company
developed
a new type
of electric
motor that,
with a weight of just 50 kilograms,
delivers a continuous output of about
260 kilowatts – five times more than
comparable drive systems.
MGG has been diversifying itself
through mergers and acquisitions of
various aviation companies. It has also
been capturing valuable aerospace
intellectual property that is cross-usable

throughout the entire firm’s portfolio of
aero companies and their value matrix.
MGG consists of a portfolio of Part 145
MRO assets, Part 141 pilot school assets, a
A/BATD flight simulator manufacturer,
a branded LSA aircraft manufacturer,
Avgas and Jet A fueling stations, a full
service aircraft buy/sell brokerage, FleetShares, which is an aircraft asset backed
investment fund, an aerospace IT management firm, an industry focused marketing company, and a full range of back
office services to support the matrix of
MGG owned aviation companies and
external non-owned partner companies.
MGG’s MRO services includes avionics installations and parts overhauls,
turbine and piston service, full airframe
services, NDT, fuel tank repairs, narrow
body heavy services and full support for
general aviation aircraft

China business aviation – sunset for aircraft deliveries means
new opportunities for MROs

D

espite The Hurun Business Jet Owners 2017 report stating there’s still
demand for almost 2000 new jets to be
delivered to Chinese operators, experts
across the globe agree that the golden
age of new bizjets in the mainland is
over. Yet, when one door closes, another
opens and while deliveries in China may
be plummeting, demand for MRO has
soared. There’s pretty simple reason why.
Together with Macau, Taiwan and
Hong Kong, China is the largest business
aviation market in Asia-Pacific. Home to
around 480 business jets, this country has
experienced a boom in deliveries of new
machines over the period of 2010-2014,
stabilizing the number to 7% fleet growth
through 2014-2016, according to data provided by Jet Maintenance Solutions.
Meaning, the largest number of bizjets
flying around China has already or is
about to reach the end of its warranty
period. Without a doubt, a portion of
these will be sold to other operators in
other regions, but it is inevitable that
majority of the fleet will stay within the
mainland. Furthermore, according to
data from China, 2016 was the first year
for a long time, when pre-owned aircraft
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surpassed new aircraft deliveries.
“This may well be an amazing opportunity for MROs to try and establish their
presence in one of the mega economies
of the world, however, there’s more to
the picture than a naked eye can see,”
explains Darius Saluga, CEO of Jet Maintenance Solutions. “The challenges start
with the need for on-ground presence.
In order to be competitive in Chinese bizav market, you must establish a JV with
local legal entity, this instantly poses risk
to internal environment and business
processes due to cultural differences.”
As D. Saluga explains, this is just the tip
of the iceberg, as regulations in the People’s Republic of China are very specific,
making customs clearance, approvals
from the CAAC and components shipment a pain in the neck. Every used part
must receive CAAC certification, unwillingly pushing operators to enter costly
OEM support programs. It is inevitable
that this puts China in second place after
Asia Pacific region (excl. China) in predicted total MRO spending – $6.4 billion
in 2025 (over 90% growth from 2015).
However, all those bumps along the way
are only minor compared to the biggest

threat to the industry – airport number.
According to 2016 numbers, China has
fewer than 300 airports, against more
than 5000 in the United States. Even by
adding 20 airports a year, it would take
preposterous amount of time to even
reach the US number, let alone surpass it.
This slows down the entire industry, affecting business aviation along the way.
“No airports means nowhere to land
for private jet flyers. This results in delivery slowdown and the overall sector
down slacking off. Nevertheless, there
are still ways for third party MROs to
get their hands on Chinese bizjets. First
off, creating local representation, even
the smallest one, will give you a head
start. Then, if not yet created, building a
network of local partners that have deep
understanding of regulations and customs will open new opportunities. Last
but not the least – having a trick up your
sleeve, for Jet MS it’s a way to recertify
spare parts in accordance to CAAC rules,
will play a huge role. This allows our
Chinese clients to break free from OEM
support programs. China is big, but it’s
only open for those that can adapt to it,”
concludes Darius Saluga, CEO of Jet MS.
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Florida Governor tours MIA, receives update
on airport’s cargo operations

First Air Mauritius
A350 XWB takes
shape in Airbus’ FAL

A

F

lorida Governor Rick Scott paid
a visit to Miami International
Airport, the nation’s busiest international freight airport for a press
conference to announce Florida’s
April job growth numbers. His visit
was on the sidelines of the airport’s
celebration of World Trade Month.
The press conference was held at the
headquarters of LATAM Cargo, MIA’s
busiest cargo airline group and the
largest in Latin America.
Before the press conference, Governor Scott received a briefing by
Miami-Dade Aviation Department
(MDAD) Director Emilio T. González
and MIA staff regarding the airport’s
performance in 2016 and key cargo
business development initiatives,
followed by a tour of LATAM Cargo’s
hub facility.
MIA’s freight tonnage rebounded in
2017 with 4.4-percent total growth
through April – led by a 6.2 percent
increase domestically and 4.1-percent
growth internationally. This was
after an increase of less than one
percent in cargo shipments in 2016
due to struggling South American
economies,
“We appreciate Governor Scott’s
support of our cargo operations,
which are leading the state and the
nation in international freight shipments and perishable imports,” said
Director González. “Our local cargo
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industry supports hundreds of thousands of jobs across the state as well.”
Pharmaceutical freight contributed heavily to MIA’s cargo growth,
which jumped 48 percent in value
year over year to $4.4 billion in 2016.
Since 2010, when the total value of
pharma shipments at MIA was $1.8
billion, the airport’s pharma trade
has grown by 140 percent. In 2015,
MIA was designated the first pharma
freight hub in the U.S. and the second
in the world by the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) Center
of Excellence for Independent Validators (CEIV) pharma certification
program.
Just last month, LATAM Cargo
became the first airline in America
to receive the IATA CEIV certification,
and Swissport Miami became the
first cargo handling company at MIA
– as well as the first Swissport station
in North America – to earn the CEIV
seal of excellence. IATA’s CEIV Program certifies that pharma products
are transported in accordance with
global best practices.
Governor Scott was also briefed
regarding the Pharma.Aero association co-founded last year by MIA and
Brussels Airport, MDAD’s effort to
have MIA designated a Foreign Trade
Zone, and MIA launching Florida’s
first ocean-to-air perishables transshipment program in February.

ssembly of the first A350 XWB for
Air Mauritius, the flag carrier airline
of Mauritius is advancing well at Airbus’
Final Assembly Line (FAL) in Toulouse,
France.
The wing-fuselage junction, the installation of the tailplane and also the tailcone have been completed. The aircraft is
to the next assembly station for structural finishing such as the installation of
winglets, ground testing of mechanical,
electrical and avionics systems. Cabin
completion, engine installation, painting
and flight tests are yet to be done. This
will lead to the delivery scheduled in the
fourth quarter of 2017.
Air Mauritius will get hold of a total of
six A350-900 twin engine widebodies
comprising four directly purchased from
Airbus and two on lease from AerCap,
the world’s largest independent aircraft
leasing company. At entry into service,
the A350 XWB will be deployed on the
carrier’s long-haul, principally the Mauritius-Paris route. Air Mauritius presently
operates a fleet of 13 aircraft of which 10
Airbus aircraft including six A340-300,
two A330-200 and two A319 on regional
and long haul services.

BOC Aviation fleet crosses
the 300 aircraft mark

B

OC Aviation Limited, a leading global
aircraft operating leasing company
has crossed 300 aircraft mark following
a purchase and lease back (“PLB”) transaction with Turkish Airlines for a Boeing
777-300ER that takes deliveries scheduled for 2017 to a record 80 aircraft.
“Based on current announced deliveries
for this year, BOC Aviation is expected
to be the world’s most active investor in new mainline aircraft, with 80
aircraft already delivered or scheduled
for delivery in 2017, ” said Robert Martin,
Managing director and chief executive
officer of BOC Aviation. “We are delighted to celebrate the announcement of
this milestone with another transaction
with our established customer, Turkish
Airlines.”
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Panasonic Avionics Corporation and HAECO commemorate launch of authorised
inflight entertainment and communications repair centre in Mainland China

P

anasonic Avionics Corporation, the
world’s leading supplier of inflight
entertainment and communication
systems introduced HAECO Component
Overhaul (Xiamen) Limited as an
authorised repair centre for its inflight
entertainment and communications
(“IFEC”) technology in Mainland China.
HAECO Component Overhaul (Xiamen), a member of the HAECO Group, is a
provider of aircraft component and IFEC
repair services to airlines and aircraft operators in the Asia-Pacific region. Repairs

performed by HAECO Component Overhaul (Xiamen) on behalf of Panasonic
will carry the same Panasonic warranties,
as repairs performed by all authorised
service providers inside the Panasonic
repair network.
The HAECO Component Overhaul
(Xiamen) facility, staffed by Panasonictrained technical personnel is equipped
with Original Equipment Manufacturer
(“OEM”) dedicated test equipment and
features comprehensive spares support
from Panasonic. HAECO Component

First Air Mauritius A350 XWB takes
shape in Airbus’ FAL

A

ssembly of the first A350
XWB for Air Mauritius, the
flag carrier airline of Mauritius
is advancing well at Airbus’ Final
Assembly Line (FAL) in Toulouse,
France.
The wing-fuselage junction, the
installation of the tailplane and
also the tailcone have been completed. The aircraft is to the next
assembly station for structural
finishing such as the installation
of winglets, ground testing of
mechanical, electrical and avionics systems. Cabin completion,
engine installation, painting and
flight tests are yet to be done. This
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will lead to the delivery scheduled
in the fourth quarter of 2017.
Air Mauritius will get hold of a
total of six A350-900 twin engine
widebodies comprising four directly purchased from Airbus and two
on lease from AerCap, the world’s
largest independent aircraft leasing company. At entry into service,
the A350 XWB will be deployed on
the carrier’s long-haul, principally
the Mauritius-Paris route. Air Mauritius presently operates a fleet
of 13 aircraft of which 10 Airbus
aircraft including six A340-300,
two A330-200 and two A319 on
regional and long haul services.

Overhaul (Xiamen) also provides technical and logistics support, as well as OEM
warranty administration to airlines and
aircraft operators in Mainland China.
Sean Gavin, vice president, technical
services of Panasonic Avionics Corporation, commented, “We are delighted to
welcome HAECO to the Panasonic repair
network. Our partnership ensures that
Panasonic’s airline customers benefit
from in-country support that meets our
global standards.”
Clement Au, general manager, component repair & overhaul, HAECO Group,
remarked, “HAECO has a proven track record serving the component repair needs
of airlines in the Asia Pacific region.
HAECO Component Overhaul (Xiamen) is
honoured and excited to be appointed as
Panasonic’s authorised IFEC repair centre.
Combining the respective strengths of
both an OEM and a component repair
specialist, this collaboration is mutually
beneficial. It further extends the HAECO
Group’s portfolio of services to include a
wide range of Panasonic IFEC products,
chosen by many airline operators in
Mainland China.”
Panasonic authorised IFEC repair centre
has won the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC), the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) approvals.

India’s Vistara receives its
first A320neo

V

istara, an Indian domestic airline based in
Gurgaon with its hub at Delhi-Indira Gandhi
International Airport and a joint venture between
Tata Sons Ltd. and Singapore Airlines (SIA) has
received its first A320neo. The delivery is the first of
seven aircraft to be leased from BOC Aviation. The
aircraft sports an exceptional A320neo Vistara star
symbol livery on its underbelly.
The CFM powered aircraft is configured in a three
class layout with 158 seats. Vistara has taken inputs
from its rising number of regular fliers and redesigned
the cabin with even more comfort and relaxing features such as mood lighting and bigger seat pitch.
Vistara presently operates 13 A320 aircraft on domestic India routes. The increased range of the NEO
offers greater reach as Vistara spreads its wings
internationally in the future.
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Werner Aero Services acquires an Embraer E-190 to
expand its E-Jet services

W

erner Aero Services, a global
aviation asset management
company and an aftermarket supplier
of logistical solutions has acquired an

Embraer E-190, MSN367. This jet will be
used to sustain Werner Aero Services
latest commitment to expand its E-Jets
asset management programmes.

Etihad Airways Engineering to offer MRO
services to the VIP aviation market worldwide

E

tihad Airways Engineering,
the largest commercial aircraft
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
services provider in the Middle East, has
announced that it will extend its aircraft
maintenance and engineering services
to VIP aircraft.
Strategically located in one of the most
important hubs of VIP operators, Etihad
Airways Engineering has developed a
strong potential to offer VIP operators
value-added heavy maintenance services along with complete cabin removal,
refurbishment and reinstallation.
The company is currently carrying out
heavy maintenance on a VIP Airbus
A320 aircraft project in partnership with
French cabin interior specialist Aircraft
Interior Products (AIP), a Finaero company, and its newly Dubai based entity
AIP-Greenline, Aviation Interiors. More
VIP aircraft projects are on the cards in
the coming months.
Jeff Wilkinson, chief executive
officer,Etihad Airways Engineering, said,
“We will leverage our long-standing
experience in maintenance, repair and
overhaul of aircraft from the Airbus
A300 to the latest platforms like the
A380 and the Boeing 787, along with
our expertise and exponentially growing cabin capability to perform heavy
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checks for Airbus Corporate Jets and
Boeing Business Jets.
“We already maintain the entire fleet
of Etihad Airways, an airline known for
the highest cabin standards. Now, our
industry leading aircraft maintenance
and engineering solutions, which we
offer to commercial, cargo, charter,
low-cost and leisure operators, are being
extended to corporate and VIP operators. Our intent is not to become a VIP
completion centre, but the one-stop destination for heavy checks for VIP aircraft
in the region and beyond,” he added.
Etihad Airways Engineering is the first
organisation in the Middle East to win
an extended Part21J Design Organisation Approval (DOA) by the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) to carry
out major cabin design and modifica-

Werner Aero Services has earlier
declared the expansion of its E-Jets
business to incorporate pooling access,
repair management, engine leasing, as
well as nacelle and spare support. The
company plans to further increase its
investment in the regional market in the
coming future.
“The acquisition of this E-Jet is in line
with our strategy to propel Werner Aero
Services’ regional business and exemplifies our commitment to the Embraer
E-Jet family. I am happy to say that we
now offer E-Jets operators complete
logistical solutions combined with our
outstanding customer support. The
E-Jets business is vital to our company’s
growth and we intend to continually
invest in this product.” said Mike Cazaz,
CEO of Werner Aero Services.

tion, and is fully equipped to design and
certify major changes to cabin interiors,
galleys or other interior equipment and
related structure, and environmental
and electrical systems.
The company lately became the first
airline MROorganisation in the Middle
East to receive a Part21G Production Organisation Approval (POA) by the EASA,
which permits it to manufacture interior
parts such as seat covers, carpets, curtains, decals and markings alongside
composite and other cabin structures
and release them with an EASA Airworthiness Certificate. This enables
installation of these parts onto aircraft
registered in Europe or in any country
recognising EASA certificates.
Etihad Airways Engineering also holds
an approval from the EASA to design
and certify 3D-printed parts for aircraft
interiors. The broad cabin repair and
modification facilities available onsite at
the Etihad Airways Engineering facility
in Abu Dhabi, UAE include cabin back
shops to renovate and fabricate seat
covers, armrests, head rest fabric and
leather, monuments, decals and more.
Etihad Airways Engineering has the
first Flammability Test Laboratory in the
Middle East, launched in association with
Lantal Textiles AG, for customers including VIP operators to offer test services including flammability tests, seat cushion
tests, heat release and smoke tests.
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Rolls-Royce reaches 10 million flying hours on its
BR710 engine

T

he Rolls-Royce BR710 engine, which flew
for the first time in 1995, lately reached
10 million hours of service in flight. The
engine, which powers a whole generation of
business jets, such as the Bombardier Global
5000 and 6000 and the Gulfstream GV and
G550, combines outstanding reliability and
fuel efficiency, making it the top powerplant
in this market.
Over the past two decades, the engine,
the first member of the BR700 family,
has achieved several records for speed
and range. There are over 3,200 BR710
engines in service currently, over 70
percent of which are supported by RollsRoyce’s market leading CorporateCare®.
Stephen Friedrich, Rolls-Royce, VP, sales
and marketing, business aviation, said,
‘We’re very proud to have reached this
milestone. The BR700 family, with its com-

bination of modern technology and proven
performance, has been very successful for
us and the BR710 has propelled our market
leadership in this sector. By combining this
engine with our industry leading aftermarket programmed CorporateCare, we have
set the highest standards for technology,
reliability and in-service support.”
CorporateCare provides our customers with a substantial level of support
infrastructure which includes Engine
Health Monitoring, a worldwide network
of Authorised Service Centres and globally
distributed spare parts and engines, all
managed by our dedicated 24/7 Operational Service Desk. Our customers benefit
directly from this investment in proactive
care – in 99.3% of cases we can prevent
our customers from missing a planned
trip when there’s an issue with their
engine*, and the average time to get an
aircraft back into service after an engine
related issue is less than 20 hours”.

Hainan Airlines becomes the first airline to use Honeywell’s
innovative GoDirectMaintenance Service

H

ainan Airlines, headquartered in
Haikou, Hainan, People’s Republic
of China has become the first airline
in the world to utilise Honeywell’s
GoDirectMaintenance Service programme, which uses connectivity and
data analytics to enhance maintenance
operations and decrease equipment
downtime.
HNA’s existing fleet of more than 50
Airbus A330s will be outfitted with
Honeywell’s Connected Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) analytical maintenance
service to enhance fleet availability by
identifying possible involuntary issues
or failures before they happen. Honeywell will also outfit HNA’s future fleet
of more than 40 A330s with the same
service, totalling more than 90 A330s
using this Honeywell GoDirectMaintenance Service.
The Connected APU service works by
using an existing data connection on the
plane to download APU maintenance
and fault data to foresee imminent
hardware failures. Those failures are
usually the utmost cause of APU interruptions. That fault data is then shared
with Honeywell and analysed before
being presented back to Hainan Airlines’
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maintenance team. The data identifies
what maintenance actions are required
to fix the APU and avoid an unscheduled
maintenance event.
“The business and passenger impact
of Honeywell’s Connected APU service
for Hainan Airlines is significant. Not
only will the airline receive better and
more predictive maintenance services
that will reduce mechanical delays
and cancellations, it will also improve
first-time fix rate, reduce false removals and improve passenger experience,” said Brian Davis, vice president,
Airlines, Asia Pacific, Honeywell
Aerospace. “This is a monumental
agreement not only for Honeywell and
Hainan Airlines, but for the aerospace
industry as it undergoes a digital
transformation that’s opening up new
forms of data-sharing and changing

the industry as we know it.”
“We are committed to providing our
customers with our unique five-star
in-flight experience, whether that’s the
‘eastern-style’ services available or an
on-time departure to one of our global
locations,” said Xie Haoming, chairman of Hainan Airlines. “Honeywell’s
GoDirectMaintenance Service helps us
maintain this commitment by reducing
APU downtime, keeping our planes in
the air more often to do what we need
them to do, which is getting passengers
to their destinations safely and on time.”
As part of its suite of Connected Aircraft
Services, Honeywell’s GoDirectMaintenance Services program will keep airline
maintenance groups a step ahead of
any possible issues, before they ground
a plane, thereby reducing operational
disruptions and costs.
“Only Honeywell has the ability to
provide an exceptional, connected, endto-end maintenance and repair service,
coupled with rich field experience in
aircraft operation and product utilization,” Davis said. “Our work with Hainan
Airlines and the industry’s first Connected APU service will set the standard
for a new era.”
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SR Technics named Independent MRO of
the Year 2017 at the Aviation 100 Awards

S

R Technics, a world leading MRO
service provider has been named the
Independent MRO of the Year 2017 dur-

ing the Airline Economics’ Aviation 100
Awards in Dublin, Ireland.
The Aviation 100 Awards recognize

Oxley receives PMA Approval for PAR
64 LED replacement landing light

O

xley, a world class provider of advanced solutions for defence, aerospace,
rail and telecommunications
applications has won a PMA
providing FAA approval for
the replacement of incandescent bulbs on aircraft following the successful launch
of the Oxley Par 64 LED
Replacement Landing Light.
PMA grants approval for the
replacement of 4559, Q4559X,
Q4559, Q5559, 4557, 4557X,
5557and 5557X bulbs.
The Oxley light provides a
reduction of $1,000 per aircraft per annum* over sealed
beam halogen units through
reduced power consumption, a 100 fold increase in
operational life and reduced
maintenance cycles. The unit
provides much greater consistency than halogen technology. It requires no aircraft
modification and delivers the
full optical power and beam
pattern of the unit it replaces.
The light doesn’t suffer deg-
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radation over time and has an
MTBF of 23,000 hours, the unit
is repairable with a replaceable lens and provides a peak
intensity of 600,000 cd.
Oxley has many years of
experience in developing LED
lighting systems for aerospace
applications. The team is extending the proficiency developed through significant work
in the military market into the
commercial aerospace sector
to deliver a wide range of
high performance LED aircraft
lighting.Oxley is presently
undergoing EASA Part 21G approval for the manufacturing
of parts for aircraft use.

the year’s most exceptional performers
in the aerospace industry. The awards
dinner was organised in support of
Airlink, a rapid-response humanitarian relief organisation which connects
airlines with pre-qualified nonprofits,
sending relief workers and aid suppliers where and when they are needed
most.
SR Technics CEO Jeremy Remacha commented. “We are proud to receive this
prestige award. Our teams across the
globe are passionate about their work.
We strive to ensure continuous development of our operations and deliver the
highest quality MRO services to maximize our customers’ fleet time in the
air. I would like to take this opportunity
to especially thank our employees; this
award is a testimony to our employees,
whose expertise, hard work and commitment are widely appreciated by the
industry.”

Airbus Corporate Jets launches
ACJ330neo

A

irbus Corporate Jets, a business unit of Airbus SAS
and part of the Airbus Group has launched ACJ330neo, a private jet version of its new A330neo, which
combines new-generation engines and aerodynamic
and other enhancements to deliver even more comfort,
effectiveness and true “nonstop to the world” range.
The ACJ330neo will fly 25 passengers 9,400
nm/17,400 km or 20 hours, enough to fly nonstop from
Europe to Australia. It can easily accommodate conference/dining areas, a private office, bedroom, bathroom
and guest seating, and can be fully customised to suit
customer requirements.
“For customers, such as countries needing to fly
heads of state and delegations worldwide on government business, the ACJ330neo offers an unbeatable
combination of modern design, proven capability and
productivity, as well as being part of the world’s bestselling widebody family,” declares Airbus chief operating officer, customers, John Leahy.
Other new features include the option of an onboard
airport navigation system (OANS), similar to GPS in
cars, and a runway overrun prevention system (ROPS),
for which insurance companies offer cheap premiums.
Like all Airbus aircraft, the ACJ330 features Category 3B
autoland and other features as standard and, like all Airbus aircraft in production, it has a common cockpit, on
which more than 100,000 pilots are already qualified.
The ACJ330 also has optional twin head-up displays
(HUDs) and, in common with the rest of the family, inherits an exceptional reliability from its airliner roots.
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Bombardier adds Challenger 350 to TAG Aviation charter fleet

B

ombardier Business Aircraft announced the addition of a new
Challenger 350 aircraft to TAG Aviation Europe’s expanding charter fleet.
With its exceptional performance
and continental range, the Challenger
350 is perfectly suitable for executive
charters and premium business travel
in the European market. Based in Geneva, the Challenger 350 is the first to
be delivered in Switzerland and began
commercial charter flight operations

in early May.
“The Challenger 350 is an exciting addition to our continuously expanding
charter fleet. We work hard to ensure
that our offer always matches our customers’ needs,” said Florent Sériès, vice
president, sales and marketing, TAG
Aviation Europe. “The Challenger 350
business jet’s powerful performance
and impressively wide cabin design,
combined with class-leading comfort,
make it the perfect aircraft for typical

European charters. I am certain it will
provide our customers with an experience that far exceeds their expectations.”
“We are delighted to see our Challenger 350 aircraft join TAG Aviation’s
growing fleet and to bring the world’s
best-selling super-midsize business
jet to Switzerland,” said Christophe
Degoumois, vice president, sales, Europe, Russia, CIS and Israel, Bombardier
Business Aircraft. “The Challenger 350
aircraft was designed to provide our
customers with an exceptional experience. Offering cutting-edge technology
and the most elegant cabin, the Challenger 350 is the perfect choice for the
European market.”
With an unmatched, class-defining
performance and the lowest direct
operating costs in its class, the Challenger 350 aircraft can reach an utmost
range of 5,926 km* and a maximum
operating speed of Mach 0.83 (882
km/h). The Challenger 350 jet offers
an advanced inflight experience with
the most recent cabin management
system that makes it best for both
business and leisure travel, accommodating up to 9 passengers in a standard configuration.

Bombardier launches Ka-Band High-Speed Internet on
Challenger 650 aircraft

B

ombardier, the world’s leading manufacturer of both planes and trains has
begun providing its lightning-fast Kaband technology on new Challenger 650
aircraft. The Ka-band high-speed internet
system is also being offered as a retrofit
on in-service Challenger 604, Challenger
605 and Challenger 650 aircraft.
The Ka-band high-speed internet, the
industry’s fastest in-flight Wi-Fi connectivity with global coverage lets passengers browse the web quickly and as
effortlessly as they would in their home
or office. Bombardier was the first to
introduce Ka-band technology in business aviation on its Global aircraft.
“High-speed internet access is a top
priority for our business aircraft customers, and Bombardier continues to
lead the industry in optimizing the in-
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flight experience by launching Ka-band
on Challenger 650 aircraft,” said Brad
Nolen, vice president, marketing and
communications, Bombardier Business
Aircraft. “The Challenger 650 jet delivers on its promise to offer an exceptional cabin experience and class-leading
comfort through refined aesthetics and
advanced technology. With a redesigned cabin, new seats and the latest
entertainment and productivity solutions, the Challenger 650 business jet is
the superior choice in its segment.”
A retrofit installation is also now
available through Bombardier’s broad
service network. Bombardier service
centres allow operators to optimize
downtime on their aircraft by pairing
a Ka-band installation with a scheduled maintenance check and other key

upgrades, such as ADS-B Out.
“Bombardier is the first to deliver Kaband, the fastest, most reliable Wi-Fi
connectivity to aircraft, in both the
medium and large categories. We are
setting a new standard in customer experience by offering this technology to
our in-service fleet at the same time as
our new aircraft,” said Jean-Christophe
Gallagher, vice president, customer experience, Bombardier Business Aircraft.
“As the aircraft manufacturer, Bombardier is uniquely placed to add value
throughout the aircraft’s lifecycle. Our
worldwide network of service centres
are ready to install Ka-band as a retrofit
on Challenger 604, Challenger 605 and
Challenger 650 series business jets, so
operators can enjoy a seamless internet
connection.”
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“News from EBACE 2017”
Airbus Corporate Jets and Pagani announced Infinito cabin for ACJ319neo

A

irbus Corporate Jets, a business unit
of Airbus SAS and part of the Airbus
Group and the Italian hypercar Atelier
Pagani Automobili declared an innovative cabin design for the ACJ319neo,
called Infinito, at the EBACE show.
A chief feature of the Infinito cabin is
its sky ceiling, which can bring a live
view of the sky above the aircraft into
the cabin – or display other images. This
creates even more of a feeling of airiness
and space, truly living up to the name
Infinito, which means infinity in Italian.
“Art and Science can walk together

hand in hand: this is the Pagani philosophy. The combination of state-of-the-art
composite materials never used before
in an aircraft, such as CarboTitanium,
with the typical design language of Pagani Automobili, has always represented
our signature. Applying our Reinassance
touch into the wider spaces of Airbus
corporate jet cabins is the beginning of
an exciting new venture for us,” says
Horacio Pagani, founder & chief designer of Pagani Automobili SpA.
Airbus’ ACJ320 Family already has the
most extensive and tallest business jet

cabin, while being alike in size externally,
and Infinito builds on this for even more
of a passenger-pleasing experience.
“In bringing together the best of the
supercar and business jet worlds, we
enable an elegant and seamless link
for customers of both, while bringing a
fresh approach to cabin design and satisfying very demanding standards,” says
Airbus Corporate Jets managing director
Benoit Defforge.
Pagani’s design team created the original Infinito design while Airbus Corporate Jets’ designers’ added their skill in
aircraft design and compatibility.
Curves inspired by nature form a
pathway through the cabin, as well as
featuring in the shell-shaped valances
and walls between zones – including
one between lounge and conference
areas, which switches from opaque to
transparent at the touch of a button.
Décor is reminiscent of that gracing Pagani hypercars, with natural soft-leather
carpets and a wooden floor contrasting
with man-made carbonfibre in furniture
and wall-frames – echoing the combination of art and science originally
espoused by Leonardo da Vinci.
Sculpted metal features, mirroring
those found in Pagani hypercars, feature
in light-fittings and other details, while
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) enable different mood-lighting ambiances.

Sabena technics decides to join ACJ Service Centre Network

S

abena technics, a leading independent MRO provider has made
a major announcement at the EBACE
show that its maintenance repair and
overhaul (MRO) facilities in Bordeaux,
France are joining the ACJ Service
Centre network.
The ACJ Service Centre network now
includes Comlux America in Indianapolis, HAECO Private Jet Solutions in Xiamen, Jet Aviation in Basle and Dubai,
Sabena technics in Bordeaux, Sepang
Aircraft Engineering (SAE) in Kuala
Lumpur and ST Aerospace in Singapore. It
will grow to include others over time.
The objective is to sustain ACJ custom-
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ers around the world by offering them
a high-quality network of experienced
companies.
Companies in the network will be able

to provide turnkey services, which will
allow customers to profit from Airbus
quality and standards. They complement Airbus’ leadership in turnkey
cabin-outfitting of large business jets,
where it is exclusively well qualified
with some 70 completions to its credit.
“Airbus corporate jet customers and
operators have access to a skilled and
growing network to which they can
entrust their aircraft for upgrades,
services and maintenance, helping
to ensure value retention as well as
reliability and availability,” says Benoit
Defforge, managing director, Airbus
Corporate Jets.
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Waves Technologies chooses Cessna Grand Caravan EX to start
UK-based air taxi service

T

extron Aviation Inc., a Textron Inc.
company has won an order from
Waves Technologies Ltd for a Cessna
Grand Caravan EX utility turboprop. The
announcement was made at the EBACE
2017 held in Geneva, Switzerland. The
aircraft is expected to deliver in the coming months and will sustain the opening

of Waves’ new on-demand, user-driven
air taxi service for the U.K. Channel
Islands.
“We are thrilled Waves has chosen
the robust Grand Caravan EX platform
to launch this exciting new air taxi
service,” said Tom Perry, vice president
of Sales, Europe. “We are confident that

the Grand Caravan EX will provide
Waves and its customers a dependable
and comfortable experience with the
aircraft’s ability to land on short runways, carry high payloads and take on
nearly any mission with efficiency and
simplicity.”
Waves Technologies Ltd is set to open
in August and will permit customer
travel to and from the Channel Islands
allowing customers to reserve flights
in real time based on user demand. The
Grand Caravan EX will be the company’s
key air taxi platform, providing Waves
with a class-leading turboprop platform
unmatched in the segment.
“We are very excited to be working
closely with Textron Aviation,” said
Waves CEO Nick Magliocchetti. “The support and encouragement has been priceless. The Grand Caravan EX is the perfect
choice for our inter island air taxi service
and the positive feedback it has received
during our demos across the islands
has been outstanding. We look forward
to a long and prosperous relationship
together.”

Air Hamburg announced agreement for the Legacy 650E at
EBACE 2017

G

ermany-based charter operator
Air Hamburg became the launch
customer of Embraer’s new Legacy 650E
after announcing the agreement on the
opening day of the 17th European Business Aviation Convention and Exhibition (EBACE) in Geneva, Switzerland.
Air Hamburg will expand its Embraer
business jet fleet with an added order
for three new Legacy 650E. The aircraft
fleet delivery is scheduled for the third
quarter of this year.
“We are very pleased with this new
order from Air Hamburg, which will
further propel their growth through
exceptional operational costs and a
superior customer experience with the
Legacy 650E’s unique three-zone cabin
and abundance of amenities,” said
Michael Amalfitano, president & CEO,
Embraer Executive Jets. “The Legacy
650E’s unmatched value proposition
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results in the productivity and efficiency
sought by global charter operators and
corporate flight departments.”
Air Hamburg added one Legacy 500 as
well as one Phenom 300 to their fleet,
earlier this year, totaling 11 Embraer
aircraft, with eight Legacy 600/650, one
Legacy 500 and two Phenom 300.
“The Legacy 650E is an obvious choice, considering the unparalleled experience that

our current fleet of Legacy 600/650 already
provides our customers on their flights to
destinations throughout Europe, Russia, and
the Middle East,” said Simon Ebert, partner,
Air Hamburg. “The new version of this proven platform best serves our growth plan
by continuing to offer a premium charter
service with the latest technologies onboard
one of the industry’s most comfortable and
reliable business jets.”
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Executive Focus
SR Technics selects Jean-Marc Lenz as chief
operating officer and Michael Sattler as chief
commercial officer

S

R Technics, a world leading MRO
service provider, has appointed
Jean-Marc Lenz as chief operating
officer and accountable manager,
and Michael Sattler as chief com-

mercial officer, effective as of June 1,
2017. Jean-Marc will succeed Frank
Walschot, who has joined HNA Group.
Jean-Marc Lenz started his career as
an Aircraft Maintenance Technician
in 1985, and he has over 30 years
of professional experience. After
serving several management positions within SR Technics, such
as head of line maintenance and
head of aircraft services, JeanMarc was appointed as head
of engine services in March
2015. Jean-Marc has a degree in
industrial engineering from the
MTM in Berne and a master’s
degree from ASM Kaderschule in
Winterthur.

Michael Sattler joined SR Technics in
2015, and he has over 25 years of experience in aircraft maintenance and repair
services. He started his career as an air
force cadet in 1984, serving the German
Air Force and NATO for over ten years.
Since then Michael has held different
senior leadership positions in organisations such as RUAG Aviation and Jet
Aviation. Michael holds a master’s degree in Aeronautical Engineering from
Universität der Bundeswehr Neubiberg,
Germany.
Jeremy Remacha, SR Technics CEO, commented, “I am delighted to have Jean-Marc
and Michael take their next steps with our
company. Both of them have extensive
experience in the aviation industry and
are exceptionally customer focused. They
are well-positioned to lead us forward. On
behalf of the management team, I would
like wish Jean-Marc and Michael all the
best in their new roles.”

American Airlines chooses Patrick O’Keeffe as Senior Vice President – People

A

merican Airlines, a major American airline headquartered in Fort
Worth, Texas announced the promotion of Patrick O’Keeffe from vice
president – information technology
to senior vice president – people, from
June 1. He has held many leadership
positions during his more than 28 years
at American Airlines.
In his new role, O’Keeffe will lead the
worldwide human resources team
responsible for talent acquisition and
development, team member
training and support,
compensation, benefits, and diversity.
He will report to
Elise Eberwein,
executive vice
president – people
and communications, American Airlines. He replaces
the airline’s
earlier
senior
vice
presi-
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dent – people, Danielle Kirgan.
“There is no work more important
to American’s future than the work
underway to build a culture that supports our frontline team, and there’s no
better leader at American who embodies the right skills to lead this work than
Patrick,” said Eberwein. “Our mission at
American is simple and starts with serving our frontline coworkers so that they
approach every day with the tools and
training needed to serve our customers and the enthusiasm and energy to
connect with people. Patrick is a team
builder who considers all viewpoints, and
he has a proven track record of leading
multi-departmental teams to successfully complete very complex projects. He
has a tremendous heart for the people of
American, is a champion for equality, and
shares our goal to create an environment
where caring for our frontline colleagues
is part of every leader’s DNA.”
O’Keeffe began his career at American
Airlines in the market planning department and then headed leadership roles
in several departments including sales
planning, customer research, onboard

service, and food and beverage. He
moved to the IT team in 2004 with roles
in customer technology and revenue
and planning technology after 16 years
of experience on the commercial side
of American. In his most recent role,
O’Keeffe was responsible for an industry-leading integration of the passenger
service system as well as the corporate
technology teams for revenue management, network planning, operations
research, alliances, regionals, human
resources, payroll and finance.
O’Keeffe holds a Bachelor degree in
Business Administration in Accounting
from Limerick University, Ireland and
completed his Master of Business Administration at Rice University, United
States. O’Keeffe is an executive sponsor for PRIDE – American’s Employee
Business Resource Group for LGBT team
members, and is the executive sponsor
of ADEPT – a programme designed to
bring in talented and diverse technologists. He serves in community organisations, including the Human Rights Campaign, and also the board of directors for
the American Airlines Credit Union.
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Bev Goulet to retire from American Airlines; Kenji Hashimoto selected
to assume expanded role as Senior Vice President of Finance & Corporate
Development

A

merican Airlines, a major American airline headquartered
in Fort Worth, Texas has announced that Bev Goulet, executive vice president and chief integration officer, will retire
in June after 24 years with the company.
“Everyone at American Airlines has been positively impacted
by the contributions of Bev Goulet, both today and into the
future,” said chairman and CEO Doug Parker. “In addition to
her important work heading Corporate Development and
Treasury, Bev was Chief Restructuring Officer for the industry’s
most successful restructuring and Chief Integration Officer
for the most seamless integration of two airlines in commercial aviation history. All of us who have worked with Bev are
better people for having done so and our airline is now wellpositioned for the future largely due to her commitment. We
are grateful for Bev’s friendship and wish her the very best in
her well-deserved retirement.”
Goulet joined American Airlines as associate general counsel
for corporate finance in 1993. Later, she became managing
director of corporate development in 1999, leading the spin-off
of The Sabre Group in 2000, the purchase of considerably all
Trans World Airlines assets in 2001, and working with the U.S.
government to offer financial strength to the industry after
9/11. She was declared vice president of corporate development and treasurer in 2002. In
2011, Goulet was
named American’s chief restructuring
officer and
lead the
airline’s
Chapter 11
restructur-

ing, including playing a main role in the analysis and negotiation of American’s merger with US Airways which lead her to
become the combined airline’s senior vice president and chief
integration officer in 2013. She was promoted to executive vice
president and chief integration officer in 2015. Goulet’s leadership has been in driving American’s successful integration, in
spite of it being the biggest, most complex airline merger in
history.
Kenji Hashimoto has been named senior vice president of
finance & corporate development and will assume Goulet’s
other corporate strategy responsibilities. Furthermore, Hashimoto will have oversight of the Treasury and Risk Management teams and will report to American’s chief financial
officer, Derek Kerr.
“We still have several large integration projects underway,
including moving all flight attendants to one system and
shifting to a single maintenance platform,” said Kerr. “But with
many of the day-to-day integration efforts behind us, we have
the opportunity to refocus on traditional Corporate Development work and return that role to its roots by aligning it with
Treasury and Risk Management.”
Hashimoto currently manages all regional flight services
operating under the American Eagle brand. He will continue in
this role until American names a successor in the near future.
Hashimoto previously served as president of Cargo and was
responsible for the airline’s global cargo business. Earlier, he
served as vice president of Strategic Alliances, leading the
company’s efforts to grow and strengthen oneworld® and
American’s bilateral airline relationships through joint business agreements, codeshares, frequent flyer programmes
and interline partnerships. Hashimoto previously held other
leadership positions, including serving as managing director
of Airline Profitability and Financial Analysis, managing director of Investor Relations and managing director of Finance for
the Europe and Pacific region. He earned a Master of Business
Administration in Finance from Northwestern University and
a Bachelor of Science degree in physics from Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, California, United States.

Rolls-Royce selects Ben Fidler as Director,
Group Financial Planning and Analysis

R

olls-Royce has appointed Ben Fidler as
the new Director, Group Financial Planning & Analysis. He will be reporting to chief
financial officer Stephen Daintith. Ben who
is currently working with Deutsche Bank as
an aerospace and defence analyst, will take
up his new appointment at the beginning of
September 2017 and will have responsibility
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for management reporting, forecasting,
budgeting and long-term planning.
Stephen Daintith, CFO, Rolls-Royce, commented, “Ben will bring exactly the right
sort of rigour and challenge that RollsRoyce needs to achieve our long-term
goals and secure a more profitable and
cash-generative future.”
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Eric Trappier is the New President of ASD

E

chief executive officer (CEO) of Dassault
Aviation.
Trappier holds an engineering degree
from Paris’ Sud Telecom. Eric Trappier
joined Dassault Aviation after graduation and spent most of his career in the
defence sector of the French manufacturer. Before assuming the position of
Chairman and CEO, Eric Trappier led
Dassault Aviation’s international activities for several years. He also has been
serving as vice-president of the ASD
Board since 2015.
Trappier commented, “I’m delighted
to take on the mantle of ASD Presi-

ric Trappier has
been appointed as
president of the AeroSpace and Defence
Industries
Association
of Europe
(ASD). Eric
Trappier
was previously
the
chairman
and

dent. ASD shall be an association
to gather European industry in the
field of aeronautics, defence and
security, in order to promote high
technology development in Europe,
contributing to strategic autonomy.
Industry is the economic power of
Europe in a new globalised world.
Our business is a major contributor
in job creation. I want the association to be the focus for elaborating
our future in Europe. I would like
also to thank Mauro Moretti for his
great work as former President of
ASD”.
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AP&M Europe

31 May- 1 June, 2017

Olympia, London, UK

The Airport Modernization India
Summit 2017

6th - 7th July 2017

Bangalore, India

The Airport Modernization Turkey
Summit 2017

13th - 14th July 2017

Istanbul, Turkey

Aviation Expo China 2017

19-22, Sept 2017

NBAA Business Aviation Convention &
Exhibition (NBAA-BACE)

10-12, October 2017

Shanghai, China
Las Vegas Convention Center Henderson
Executive Airport Las Vegas, NV

Aviation and MRO India Conference
2017

19-20, October 2017

MRO Asia-Pacific

31 October 2, November 2017

Dubai Air Show

12 -16, November 2017
23-24, January 2018
6-11, February 2018

MRO Middle East
Singapore Air Show
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